Different forward masking patterns of sustained noise burst and segmental noise burst in the inferior collicular neurons of the mouse.
Although there has been a growing body of literature showing the neural correlation of forward masking caused by a pure tone masker in the auditory neurons, relative few studies have addressed the description of how the forward masking caused by a noise burst, especially a sequence of noise burst, is transformed into neuronal representation in the central auditory system. Using a noise forward masking paradigm under free field stimuli conditions, this in vivo study was devoted to exploring it in the inferior collicular (IC) neurons of the mouse (Mus musculus KM). A total of 96 IC neurons were recorded. Rate-intensity functions (RIFs) with and without the presentation of masker, sustained noise burst (SNB) or segmental noise burst (SGNB), were measured in 51 neurons. We found that the relative masker intensities were distributed over a wide range between 21 dB below the minimum threshold (MT) and 19 dB above the MT of the corresponding probe tone. The masking effect of the SGNB on firing rate in nearly half of neurons (type I, 45.10%) was stronger than that of the SNB (P<0.001), whereas in a smaller fraction of neurons (type III, 17.65%), it was weaker than that of the SNB (P<0.001). There was no significant difference in masking effect between the SNB and SGNB in type II neurons (37.25%, P>0.05). Irrespective of type I or type III neurons, the inhibitory effects of both kinds of maskers were all greater at lower probe intensities but decreased significantly with the increase of probe intensity (P<0.001). Interestingly, as the probe intensity increased, the difference of masking effect between the SNB and SGNB disappeared (P>0.05). In addition, we observed that temporal masking pattern could be transformed when the masker was changed from the SNB to SGNB. The main type of this transformation was from early-inhibition to proportional-inhibition pattern (53.85%, 7/13). Our data provide the evidence that the inhibitory effects of these two maskers have differential weights over time and intensity domains of the IC neurons responding to a pure tone. This suggests that the forward masking of noise is by no means the source of simply suppression in neuronal firing rate. There might be a few of active neural modulating ways in which the coding of temporal acoustical information can be operated.